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At JK Rentals, we provide everything you’ll need to make sure your 

event is a success. Whether it’s a family picnic or an outdoor concert, 

we supply tents to fit any size and any type of occasion.

With over 20 years of experience, you can rest assured that you’ll 

always receive the highest quality tents matched with outstanding 

customer service - guaranteed.

We’ll work with you to determine which tent package best fits your 

needs. Using PartyCAD, our design team can create a layout of your 

event to help you visualize the event before a stake is ever driven.

Located just north of Milwaukee, JK Rentals caters to the entire U.S. 

Call us today or visit our website!

   - Kurt & John Goeman, Owners
JK Rentals not only installs some of the industry’s top quality 

frame tents, but also manufactures all tent tops in-house. 

What this means to our customers is that they will always 

have durable tents that will not only keep the rain out, but 

are also aesthetically pleasing. The available colors JK Rentals 

offers for tops are as varied as the sizes we can build. Frame 

tent sizes range from 10’ x 10’ to 40’ x 80’. Frame tents 

are optimal for open space underneath the tent, because 

there are no center poles in this style of tent. Together with 

sidewalls (easily installed and removed), frame tents make the 

perfect temporary shelter for a smaller event. With custom-

designed mesh sidewall and dividers, these tents can also 

be well-suited for cooking or serving food. JK rentals also 

custom manufactures tents for those customers who want to 

own a tent, including tents with company logos printed on. 

Frame Tents

No Center Poles Make for
Optimal Open Space Under Tent
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Pole Tents

Perhaps one of the simplest, yet effective tent 

installations is the pole tent. The style of these 

tents is apparent in the name itself, erected 

through the use of taller center poles. Pole tents 

can come in many different shapes and sizes, but 

are more traditionally seen in a rectangular outlay 

with a triangular profile. JK Rentals has been 

installing this type of tent since the company’s 

inception. More effective staking and tensioning 

practices allow these tents to withstand fairly harsh 

weather conditions, allowing for more long-term 

installations. JK Rentals has also advanced over the 

recent years in the manufacturing of pole tents and 

currently produces some of the industries finest. Our 

inventory includes pole tent profiles in 20, 30, 40, 

50, 60, and 80 feet, amassing to unlimited lengths 

due to our ability to manufacture our own canopies. 

Not only does production allow for unlimited 

lengths of tent, but color as well. Currently, more 

traditional colors like red, blue, and white account 

for the majority of our inventory, but purple, yellow, 

and green are available in our smaller profiles (30 

and 40 foot widths). 

Simple
and 

Effective

Bandshells

One of the more unique tents available in the industry today is the Bandshell. This stage canopy, 

manufactured by Anchor Industries®, is meant to provide an aesthetically-pleasing shelter for a 

band, ceremony, guest speaker, or anything that would be done on a stage in an outdoor setting. 

JK Rentals offers two different size bandshells. The “large” bandshell is approximately 96 feet 

wide and 76 feet deep. Underneath the bandshell is enough room to place a 40’ x 40’ stage, 

perfect for larger concerts. If an event is meant to be a 

bit smaller, we offer a bandshell measuring 53 feet wide 

and 44 feet deep. A slightly smaller stage is normally 

placed under this particular canopy, the most common 

being 20’ x 32’. JK Rentals is one of only a few rental 

companies that offer this style tent, which explains 

why it typically hasn’t been seen very often. For an 

outside concert, the bandshell is definitely sure to make 

spectators take notice.

Perfect for Outdoor
Concerts, Ceremonies, 
Guest Speakers, and 
Other Stage Events.



Century® (Tension) Tents Navi-Trac® Structure

The use of traditional canopies, such as pole and frame 

tents, has been a mainstay in the rental industry since its 

basic inception. However, with the increasing popularity 

of large profile structures, there needed to be something 

to bridge the gap between smaller frame tents and these 

fabric structures. Anchor Industries® engineered and 

produced what is known as the Navi-Trac® frame tent. 

This frame system combines the stability of a Clear Span 

structure with the simplicity of a traditional frame tent. 

Also, the use of a gable end allows for more usable square 

footage for things such as projection screens and stages 

that can go tight to the end of the tent. JK Rentals carries 

this style tent in both 40 foot and 50 foot widths and to 

nearly any length in 20 foot increments.  

A great tent that provides for both shelter from weather conditions as well as 

a pleasing look is the tension tent. Anchor Industries® is the manufacturer of 

the Century® line of tension tents, which is the majority of what JK Rentals 

carries in inventory. This style of tent is perfect for just about any event, from 

a small backyard wedding to a larger corporate event. Another reason most 

customers opt for a Century® tent rather than a traditional pole tent, other than 

its impressive visual appeal, is the fact they are engineered to withstand harsher 

weather conditions. As a matter of fact, with JK Rentals professional installation, 

these canopies can withstand winds in excess of 70 miles/hour. Our extensive 

inventory includes Century® tents in profiles 30, 40, 60, and 80 feet in width 

and over 500 feet in length for each profile.

Visual Appeal  
Engineered to 
Withstand Harsh 
Weather Conditions

Stability and Simplicity, 
More Usable Square Footage



Clear Span Structures

Create a Climate-
Controlled 

Environment

120’ Wide Series 2000 (Tension) Tent

Designed and manufactured by Aztec, this twin-pole tension-

style tent peaks to 40 feet, while spanning an impressive 120 

feet in width and over 1200 feet in length. Also, the side poles 

stand 10 feet tall, providing more clearance to drive under the 

tent with machinery or other vehicles. There are a very limited 

number of these in existence today, but JK Rentals has access 

to 5 of only 7 ever made. Properly designed vinyl tops, along 

with our ability to properly maintain/repair these tents, ensures 

that our customer is getting a top-quality product that is sure 

to receive the attention and appreciation it deserves.

Make a Statement with
This One-of-a-Kind Tent  

An uncontrollable factor that may affect any outdoor event is obviously the 

weather. Severe weather, rainy conditions, snow, and sleet can all play a part in 

limiting the success of any event. The rental industry’s solution to unpredictable 

weather conditions is the installation of Clear Span structures. The reason these 

temporary buildings are becoming so popular is due to their ability to create a 

climate-controlled environment conducive for having great conditions for any 

event. Also, because of the engineering of these professionally built tents, the 

strength and durability are much greater than that of traditional pole and tension 

tents. Furthermore, a Clear Span is free-standing, which allows for an obstruction-

free environment inside the tent for such things as concerts, parking cars or 

motor homes, or just a simple corporate function. JK Rentals has become one of 

the industries best and most efficient companies working with these precision 

installations in recent years. With our current inventory, we are able to install 

structures ranging in size from 20 to 30 meters (66 

to 100 feet) in width, and spanning a length of 140 

meters (315 feet). If an event requires other sizes 

than what we carry in inventory, we have the ability 

to obtain any size to complete the job.



Tables

Round: 48”, 60”Banquet: 4’, 6’, 8’
Cocktail: 30”

(height: 30” or 42”)

Table Covers/Linens
Banquet: 4’, 6’, 8’

Round: 90”, 120”

Skirting available in 7’ and 14’ 
lengths. KwikCovers available 
in all standard table sizes.

Heating     Picket Fencing

Gray Folding White Wood White Chrome White Bistro
Double Ring

Bar Stool

Chairs Sidewalls

Clear Cathedral Solid Mesh Screen

Staging

Wenger: 4’ x 8’ Sections

Heights: 8”, 16”, 24”, 32”, 40”, 48”

(48” requires additional bracing)

Dance Floors    Coat Racks   Podiums

Florlok: 3’ x 3’ Sections

Sizes up to 30’ x 30’

30 Hangers Provided

with Rental
With Speaker

Metal Halide 

Acrylic
String LightsChandelierHalogenGlobe Lights

Lighting Generators     Festival Bar Sections

Colors: Blue and White

170,000 BTU 40,000 BTU 6’ PVC Sections
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